Some reminders

- WE ARE LIVE STREAMING!
- Feel free to write questions in the chat before the discussion section
- Please name yourself in the zoom meeting the way you wish to addressed (e.g. not something like “b02105010”)
Plans for 2021

Global Young Greens Steering Committee
Agenda for Today

• Introduction of new working groups for this year
• Introduction of activities of GYG in 2021
• Q&A and Discussion
New Working Groups
COP26 Working Group

- To coordinate GYG representation at COP26
Feminism Working Group
Activities
Planning
Working
Group
All WGs in summary

• COP26 working group
• Fundraising working group
• Feminism working group
• Activities Planning Working Group

Interested? Keep an eye on the call outs or write us now!
Events in 2021

- Monthly webinars for a variety of topics!
- GYG’s participation in COP 26
- Presenting day for the great work of all WGs and committees (July)
- Face-to-face meetup at COP 26 (November)
- Socializing event at the end of the year (December)

And more to come with your input!! :)
2021 has themes!

GYG activities in 2021
February:

Green New Ideas
March: Climate Change
April: Gender Issues
May: Mental Health
July: Empowering Youth in Politics
August: Anti-racism and Decolonization
September: Sustainable Economy
October: Democracy and Freedom of Speech
ASEAN-COP26 CLIMATE DIALOGUE

November: COP26
December: Human Rights
Plans of Oversight Committee for 2021

- Call out for new member of OC!
- Publish an OC-Tutorial to serve as a comprehensive guide
- Reform and update “OC Terms of Reference”
- More accessibility: translate (French and Spanish) and re-order the Organisational Principles
Discussion time!

How to comment?
write * in chat if you wish to ask questions / write your questions directly in chat

For a more friendly discussion environment...

- Please keep your questions within 30 sec
- We strongly encourage women/trans/queer/ other non-binary gender to voice their opinion!
Questions? Feedbacks? More ideas?